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Let G be PS‚
n
(q), PS”
n
(q), Sp
2n
(q) or PSp
2n
(q), where q is a power of the prime p.
Using results on the numbers of special squarefree polynomials over finite fields, we
describe and count the conjugacy classes of p@-elements with abelian centralizers in G.
Similar results are obtained for the semisimple orbits of G on the corresponding finite
Lie algebras. ( 1998 Academic Press1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite group and u an element of the finite G-set ). We call u or
the orbit uG abelian if the centralizer Gu of u is abelian. If G is a connected,
reductive, linear algebraic group with Frobenius endomorphism F and
Frobenius fixed point group G :"G
F
, a semisimple element t3G is called
regular, if the connected component (G
t
)0 of its centralizer is a maximal torus.
If G is quasisimple and simply connected, which means that G
F
is a universal
finite Chevalley group, then, due to a theorem of Steinberg, centralizers of
semisimple elements are connected and a semisimple element t of G
F
is
regular if and only if it is abelian in the sense above.
In [8] formulae have been derived for the total number of semisimple
abelian conjugacy classes for the groups G‚
n
(q), ”
n
(q), S‚
n
(q) and S”
n
(q) over
the finite field F
q
. In this paper these results are extended to the (generically
simple) central quotient groups PS‚
n
(q) and PS”
n
(q) as well as the symplectic
groups Sp
2n
(q) and PSp
2n
(q). For example we will prove that the total number
of regular semisimple conjugacy classes of Sp
2n
(q) is given by the formula113
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114 PETER FLEISCHMANN(!1)n(n#1)#n~1+
i/0
(!1)i (2i#1)qn~i, if q is odd and by
A
q!1
q#1B (qn#(!1)n~1), if q is even.
Since our method also works for the adjoint action of G
F
on its Lie algebra
‚ie(G)
F
, where F is a compatible Frobenius map on ‚ie(G), we get similar
results about the total number of abelian semisimple orbits. The correspond-
ing question for the orthogonal groups will be handled in a subsequent paper.
2. BASIC RESULTS
In this section we give a brief summary of the general theory of semisimple
conjugacy classes and orbits of finite reductive groups and their Lie algebras.
We will give proofs only in those cases, where the statements we need are not
easily found in the literature.
If ) is a set on which the group G acts, then )/G will denote the set of
G-orbits on ). For each u3) we define Gu :"Mg3G D gu"uN. For any
subset X of an algebraic group or its Lie algebra, let X
ss
denote the subset of
semisimple elements in X.
Let G be any connected reductive affine algebraic group, defined over the
algebraically closed field F1
p
and let F denote a Frobenius endomorphism on
G and on ‚ie (G) such that for each X3‚ie(G) we have
F (g(X))"F (ad (g)(X))"ad(F(g)) (F(X))"F(g) (F (X)).
Then G will denote the fixed point group G
F
and ‚ie(G) :"‚ie(G)
F
.
2.1. Centralizers of Semisimple Elements
It is known that each semisimple element d3G or ‚ie(G) lies in some
maximal torus T :"T or ‚ie (T) respectively, and that all maximal tori are
conjugate (see [Bo 11.8, p. 150]).
Let t3T or ‚ie(T). Then the ‘connected centralizers’ G0
t
are connected
reductive algebraic subgroups of the form G'
t
:"ST, Xa D a3'tT, where 't is
the set of all roots a3' such that a(t)"1 if t3T or da(t)"0 if t3‚ie(T) (see
[14]). Here da3HomF1
q
(‚ie(T), F1
q
) is the differential of a and Xa denotes the
unipotent one parameter subgroup of G corresponding to a. Moreover, if t is
F-stable, the set of F-fixed point (tG)
F
splits into a set of semisimple G-oribits.
LEMMA 2.1. Any semisimple element s3G is contained in some F-stable
maximal torus T3 of G. Similarly any semisimple element d3‚ie(G) is contained
in ‚ie(T3 )4‚ie(G) with some T3 as above.
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algebra case the argument is similar (see also [12] (2.6)). We include a short
proof for convenience: let T :"‚ie (T) be a maximal toral subalgebra of
‚ie(G) containing d. Since d is semisimple we have ‚ie(Gd)"‚ie(G0d )"
Z
Lie(G)
(d) :"MX3‚ie(G) D [d, X]"0N, hence ‚ie(Gd) is F-stable. Now
T4(Gd)0 so d3T-‚ie(Gd)0) and F(T)"gT with g3 (Gd)0. By Lang’s
theorem there is h3 (Gd)0 with h~1F(h)"g~1. Hence d"hd3hT"
F(hT). j
Now we fix one F-stable maximal torus T of G; then any other F-stable
maximal torus is of the form gT for some g3G with N :"NG(„)ULF(g)
:"g~1F (g)>w3… :"NG(T)/T. Notice that we have F ° int(g) DT"int(g) °
w °F DT , where int (g) denotes (left) conjugation with g3G. Hence (gT)F:
(T)
w °F
. If for some h3G, hT is G-conjugate to gT, then there is x3G with
nJ :"g~1xh3N and L
F
(g)"nJL
F
(h)F (nJ )~1. As L
F
(h)3N, it maps to w@3…
and nJ to wJ , so w"wJ w@F (wJ )~1, hence w, w@ lie in the same ‘F-conjugacy class’,
which is an orbit under the F-twisted conjugacy action of …. It follows from
a theorem of Lang that the map gT>L
F
(g)T3… sets up a bijection
between G classes of F-stable maximal tori in G or ‚ie(G) and F-conjugacy
classes of … (see [4] 3.23 or [2] 3.3.3). For each F-class [w]-… we fix one
g3G with w"L
F
(g)T, denote gT by T(w) and (gT)
F
:T
wF
by „(w). Sim-
ilarly we denote ‚ie (T (w))
F
:‚ie(T)
wF
by ‚ie(„(w)). We choose g"1 if
w"1 to get T (id)"T.
Let „ (w)4gT with g~1F (g)>w be a finite maximal torus. For any
x, h3G we have F(hx)"hLF(h)F (x), hence N
G
(T (w))"N
G
(gT)"
gMx3N
G
(T) Dx"LF(g)F (x)N and N
G
(T (w))/(T(w))
F
:
g(Mx3N
G
(T) Dx"LF(g)F(x)N/TL
F (g)F
):g (N
G
(T)L
F(g)
/TL
F(g)
):
(N
G
(T)/T)L
F(g)
"Mw@3… Dw@w"wF (w@ )N": C
W,F
(w),
where the third isomorphism follows from Lang’s theorem.
Notice that N
G
(T (w))4N
G
(„ (w)) may be a strict inclusion (e.g. if
T(w)
F
"1). But this cannot happen if T (w) is the centralizer of a semisimple
element of G.
LEMMA 2.2. ‚et t3G be a semisimple with (G
t
)0
F
"„(w). „hen N
G
(T (w))
"N
G
(„ (w)).
Proof. Since (G
t
)0
F
"„(w) is abelian, the connected reductive group
(G
t
)0 is an F-stable maximal torus of G. Let T @ be some F-stable maximal
torus containing t, then t3T @4(G
t
)0, hence t3„ (w) and T (w)"„ @"(G
t
)0.
Let x3 N
G
(„ (w)), then t3T (w)WT (w)x, hence T (w)x4G0
t
"T (w) and
x3N
G
(T(w)). j
116 PETER FLEISCHMANNIf T"T or ‚ie(T) and d3T(w)
F
is regular then we have Gd4
NG((Gd)0)"NG (T(w)). Hence
Gd/„ (w)"(Gd/T (w))F"g(CW,F (w)t{):CW,F(w)t{ ,
where d"gt@3gT"T(w).
2.2. Centralizers Modulo Center
Now let H :"G/Z with Z"Z(G). We want to consider the abelian
p@-classes in H. We call a semisimple class or element tZ3G/Z regular if
t (and so any element in tZ) is regular in G. The results about regular and
abelian classes of G/Z can be derived from those for G using the following
easy lemma:
LEMMA 2.3. ‚et X be a finite group with center Z, ‰-X a normal subset
with Z‰-‰ and~: XPXM :"X/Z the canonical epimorphism. „hen Z acts
on the set ‰/X of X-conjugacy classes in ‰ and there is a bijection
h : (‰/X)/ZP‰M /XM , xXZPxN XM .
For any x3‰, C
XM
(xN )"M
x
/Z with M
x
:"Mg3X D[x, g]3ZN and we have an
exact sequence:
1)X
x
PM
x
PZxXP1.
Notice that there is the following subtlety connected with the notion of
‘regular elements’ in the case of the central quotient groups: Although abelian
p@-classes of G/Z are always regular, the converse need not be true: indeed, by
2.3, the centralizer of a regular p@-element is an extension of the abelian group
G
t
/Z by a subgroup of Z and thus can be nonabelian. On the other hand,
even if G
t
/Z is a proper subgroup of (G/Z)
tZ
, this latter centralizer can still be
abelian. As we will see later this only happens very rarely. In all the other
cases, which can be viewed as the ‘generic case’, a p@-element tZ3G/Z is
abelian if and only if it is regular and (G/Z)
tZ
"G
t
/Z. These p@-elements or
classes will be called toral.
If t3„ (w) then we have C
H
(tZ)"M
t
/Z, where M
t
:"Mx3G Dxt"tz,
&z3ZN"M
t,F
with M
t
:"Mx3G D xt"tz, &z3ZN. By a Frattini type argu-
ment M
t
"G0
t
C
NG(T(w))
(tZ) hence
M
t
/(G0
t
)
F
"(M
t
/G0
t
)
F
"(G0
t
C
NG(T(w))
(tZ)/G0
t
)
F
:(…
t{Z
/…
t{
)
wF
.
Here T(w)"gT and t@"tg. On the other hand, the group homomorphism
…
t{Z
PZ, w>wt@t{~1 has …
t{
as kernel, so (…
t{Z
/…
t{
)
wF
is isomorphic to
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wF
"Z
F
. We see that C
G@Z
(tZ) is solvable if and only if
(G0
t
)
F
is solvable. With some exceptions (over small fields with less than
5 elements) this is true if and only if t is regular in G.
2.3. Connected Centralizers
Now consider the following technical assumptions:
In the case of conjugacy classes we assume that the center of the dual group
G* (in the sense of [2]) is connected.
In the case of orbits in the ‚ie algebra we assume that p"char F
q
is not
a torsion prime (in the sense of [14]).
Whenever we invoke this hypothesis we will simply say that G is assumed
to satisfy condition (*).
For example SO
2n`1
is the dual of Sp
2n
, hence in case of conjugacy classes
Sp
2n
satisfies condition (*) because Z(SO2n`1
)"1, but SO
2n`1
does not if the
characteristic of F1
q
is odd, since Z(Sp
2n
):Z
2
in this case. Torsion primes are
all primes dividing either DX*/S'*T D or D„or (S'*T/S'*
1
T ) D for some closed
subsystem '
1
"S'
1
TW' of the root system ' :"' (G, T ). Here '*-X*
denotes the root system and character group of G* and * :'P'* the duality
bijection of root systems. In particular G‚
n
, S‚
n
as well as Sp
2n
do not have
any torsion primes. For the other quasisimple groups the torsion primes are
45 (see[14]).
Let t3T or ‚ie (T). Then, as a consequence of condition (*), the centralizers
G
t
are connected reductive algebraic subgroups of the form G'
t
:"
ST, Xa D a3'tT, where 't is the set of all roots a3' such that a (t)"1 if t3T
or da(t)"0 if t3‚ie(T) (see [14]). Here da3HomF16
q
(‚ie(T), F1
q
) is the differen-
tial of a and Xa denotes the unipotent one parameter subgroup of G corres-
ponding to a. Moreover, if t is F-stable, the set of F-fixed points (tG)
F
forms
a single semisimple G-orbit. Hence if (*) holds then we have bijections
G
ss
/G:(T/…)
F
and ‚ie(G)
ss
/G:(‚ie(T)/… )
F
.
Notice that if (*) holds, Gt
"G
t,F
is abelian if and only if a(t)O1, or da(t)O0
for all a3' respectively, i.e if and only if t is regular.
Following Carter ([3]), we call two semisimple conjugacy classes tG, t@G of
G or G-orbits in ‚ie(G) of the same genus if the ‘connected algebraic central-
izers’ G0
t
and G0
t{
are conjugate in G. The number of classes of given genus will
be called a genus number. If (*) holds, tG and t@G are of the same genus if and
only if the finite centralizers G
t
and G
t{
are conjugate under G; if moreover
t3G
ss
or ‚ie (G)
ss
is regular, then G
t
is a maximal torus of G. Hence the
regular semisimple genera are parametrized by the set of F-conjugacy classes
of ….
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Let G3 be the group G‚
n
(F1
q
) and G"S‚
n
(F1
q
), viewed as connected
reductive, linear algebraic groups, defined over the finite field with q"ps
elements. Let F :"Feq denote the Frobenius morphisms on G3 and G, defined
by g>g(g) if e"1 and g> (g(q))~tr if e"!1. Here g~tr is the inverse
transpose of g and g(q) is the matrix with every entry raised to the q-th power.
Then the Frobenius fixed-point groups are the following finite groups of Lie
type:
G3
F
"Ge
n
(q) :"G
G‚
n
(q)
G”
n
(q)
if e"1,
if e"!1.
G
F
"Se
n
(q) :"G
S‚
n
(q)
S”
n
(q)
if e"1,
if e"!1.
For Ge
n
(q) all semisimple genus numbers have been determined in [5]; in [7]
this has been done for Se
n
(q). Moreover in [8] we gave a closed formula for the
total number of regular semisimple classes in each of these cases. In this
section we will supplement this by proving the analogous results for the
quotient groups:
PGe
n
(q) :"Ge
n
(q)/Z(Ge
n
(q)) :"G
PG‚
n
(q)
P”
n
(q)
if e"1,
if e"!1.
PSe
n
(q) :"Se
n
(q)/Z(Ge
n
(q)) :"G
PS‚
n
(q)
PS”
n
(q)
if e"1,
if e"!1.
Let G3 "G‚
n
(F1
q
)": G‚
n
, G"S‚
n
(F1
q
)": S‚
n
. We choose T3 as the subgroup
of invertible, diagonal matrices and T :"TWS‚
n
.
We recall some concepts from [8].
3.1. „he „otal Numbers of Abelian p@-Classes in PSe
n
(q)
Definition 3.1. Let K be a field and a3K an element. We define the
following:
P(l, K) :"M f"f
0
#f
1
X#2#Xl3K[X] D f monic of degree lN.
P
*
(l, K) :"P
*
(l) :"M f3P(l, K) D f
0
O0N.
P
a
(l, K) :"P
a
(l) :"M f3P(l, K) D f
0
"aN.
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teristic polynomial cp(t)3P
*
(n) yields bijections
(G‚
n
)
ss
/G‚
n
:T3 /&
n
:P
*
(n),
(S‚
n
)
ss
/S‚
n
:T/&
n
:P
(~1)n
(n).
The Frobenius endomorphism Feq on G‚n induces a Frobenius endomor-
phism on P
*
(n) with
F
qe : P*(n)PP*(n), f (X)>G
f (q)(X)
f~q
0
Xn f (q)(1/X)
if e"1,
if e"!1.
Here for f"f
0
#f
1
X#f
2
X2#2Xn we define f (q) (X) :"f q0#
f q
1
X#f q
2
X2#2Xn. Now we get obvious bijections:
Ge
n
(q)
ss
/Ge
n
(q):(P
*
(n))
Fqe
,
Se
n
(q)
ss
/Se
n
(q):(P
(~1)n
(n))
Fqe
.
Notice that the cyclic group F*
q
:Z
q~1
acts on the set P
*
(n, q) by the rule
cf (X) :"cn f (c~1X)" n<
i/1
(X!ca
i
),
where f"<n
i/1
(X!a
i
) is the factorization of f over F1
q
. We identify
Z"Z(G‚
n
(F1
q
) with F1 *
q
andZ (Ge
n
(q)), Z(Se
n
(q)) with the subgroups
C(e, q)"(F1
q
)qe:Z
q~e and C(e, q, n):Z'#$(q~e,n) .
The next lemma is straightforward consequence of Lemma 2.3:
LEMMA 3.2. ‚et G be Ge
n
(q) or Se
n
(q) and t3G a semisimple element. „hen
we have the following exact sequence:
1)G
t
PH
t
PZ
cp
(t)P1,
where Z"Z(G)":C(e, q) or ": C(e, q, n) respectively and H"G/Z. More-
over there are bijections
(G/Z)
p{
/(G/Z)PG
P
*
(n))
Fqe
/C(e, q)
P
(~1)n
(n))
Fqe
/C(e, q, n)
if G"Ge
q
(q),
if G"Se
n
(q),
given by the map [tZ]>[cp(t)].
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n
(q)
t
or Se
n
(q)
t
are abelian if and only if the
algebraic stabilizers (G‚
n
)
t
or (S‚
n
)
t
are abelian maximal tori. This in turn is
the case if and only if all eigenvalues of the elements in the class are pairwise
different, or, in other words, if the corresponding characteristic polynomial is
squarefree. Hence to get the number of regular semisimple classes and orbits,
we have to count those Frobenius fixed points in the sets of 3.1 which are
squarefree. As in [8] we define for C"P
*
(n) or P
(~1)n
(n) the sets
FC :"M f3C D f is square freeN and get for the number Reg
ss
of semisimple
classes or orbits:
Reg
ss
(Ge
n
)"D (FP
*
(n))
Fqe
D , Reg
ss
(Se
n
)"D (FP
(~1)n
(n))
Fqe
D .
These numbers have been determined in [8]:
THEOREM 3.3. D (P
*
(n))
Fqe
"(q!e)qn~1.
D (P
(~1)n
(n))
Fqe
D"qn~1.
D (FP
*
(n))
Fqe
D"(q!e) ) qn`1!qn#(!1)n`1 ) e
[n2] ) (q!en)
q2!e .
D (FP
(~1)n
(n))
Fqe
D
"







qn`1!qn#(!1)n`1 ) e[n2] ) (q!en)
q2!e if n is odd or q is even,
qn`1!qn!en2 ) (q!1)
q2!e !e
n
2`1 if n is even and q is odd.
Now our results can be stated as follows:
THEOREM 3.4. ‚et G be Ge
n
(q) or Se
n
(q), Z the center of G, and H"PGe
n
(q) or
PSe
n
(q), respectively. …e define Ce
p{,n
(q) to be the set of all p@-classes in H,
Ce,reg
p{,n
(q) :"M[tZ]3Ce
p{,n
(q) D tZ regularN and Ce,tor
p{,n
(q) :"M[tZ]3Ce
p{,n
(q) D tZ
toralN. „hen
Ce
p{,n
(q)"G
+
d D (q~e,n)
/ (d)qn@d~1
1
'#$ (q~e,n) +d D (q~e,n)/ (d)qn@d~1
if H"PGe
n
(q),
if H"PSe
n
(q).
Ce, reg
p{,n
(q)"G
1
q~e +d D (q~e,n)
/(d) f e
n@d
(q)
1
'#$ (q~e,n) +d D (q~e,n)
/(d)ge
n@d
(q)
if H"PGe
n
(q),
if H"PSe
n
(q).
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p{,n
(q)"G
1
q~e +d D (q~e,n)k (d) f
e
n@d
(q)
1
'#$ (q~e,n) +d D (q~e,n)
k (d)ge
n@d
(q)
if H"PGe
n
(q),
if H"PSe
n
(q).
Here / is the Euler function, k the arithmetical Moebius function,
f e
q
(q)"(q!e) ) qn`1!qn#(!1)n`1 ) e
[n2] ) (q!en)
q2!e .
and
ge
n
(q) :"







qn`1!qn#(!1)n`1 ) e[n2] ) (q!en)
q2!e if n is odd or q is even,
qn`1!qn!en2 ) (q!1)
q2!e !e
n
2
`1 if n is even and q is odd.
Proof. Let Z
m
:"Z/mZ act on the set ). For each divisor d of m let Z
d
be the subgroup of order d in Z
m
and define O
d
:"MuZm DZ
d
"Z
mu
N. Then
Z`
dDd{Dm
Z`
o3Od{
o"Fix)(Zd) and Mo¨bius-inversion yields:
DO
d
D"d
m
+
dDd{Dm
k (d@/d) DFix)(Zd{) D .
By the lemma of Cauchy and Frobenius ([11] 1.1.1), the total number of
Z
m
-orbits is given by
D)/Z
m
D"1
m
+
d Dm
/ (d) DFix)(Zd) D.
Now let f3P
*
(n) and z3F1 *
q
. Then zf"f"+n
i/0
f
i
Xi if and only if f
i
"0
whenever zn~iO1. Notice that for f"h (Xd) with h3F1
q
[X] and d3N
coprime to q, the polynomial h is squarefree if and only if f is squarefree.
Hence if C(n) is any one of (P
*
(n))
qe , (P(~1)n(n))qe , (FP*(n))qe or
(FP
(~1)n
(n))
qe then for any z of order d we get DFixC(n)(z) D"DC(n/d) D if
d divides n and is coprime to q, and zero if d does not divide n. Notice that
DFix
(FP(~1)n (n)Fqe)
(z) D"DFP
(~1)n
(n/d)
Fqe
D if d divides n. The formulae in [8] for
DFP
a
(n)
Fqe
D show that DFP
(~1)n
(n/d)
Fqe
D"DFP
(~1)n@d
(n/d)
Fqe
D .
122 PETER FLEISCHMANNNow define Ce
p{,n,d
(q) :"M[tZ]3Ce
p{,n
(q) Dt3G regular, DH
t
/(G
t
/Z) D"dN.
Then we get Ce
p{,n,d
(q)"







d
q!e +s,d Ds D (q~e,n)k (s/d) D (FP*(n/s))Fqe D if H"PGen(q),
d
gcd(q!e, n) + s,d Ds D (q~e,n)k (s/d) D (FP(~1)n@s (n/s))Fqe D if H"PSen (q).
Now Ce, reg
p{,n
(q)"+
d D'#$(q~e,n)Cep{,n,d and the second set of formulae follows
from the identity +
x
D
m
xk(m
x
)"/ (m). Notice that Ce, tor
p{,n
(q)"Ce
p{,n,1
(q). This
gives the third part of the formulae in the theorem. The first part can be
obtained easily, using the above version of Burnside’s lemma. j
Remark 3.5. (1) If gcd(q!1, n)"1 then G‚
n
(q)"PG‚
n
(q)]Z
q~1
and
S‚
n
(q):PG‚
n
(q). In this case our formula for the number of regular
semisimple classes gives:
Ce,reg
p{,n
(q)" 1
q#1 (qn!(!1)n)"
1
q!1 Regss (G1n ),
as it should be.
(ii) In [13] Lehrer also derived formulae for the numbers of regular
semisimple conjugacy classes of G‚
n
(q) and PG‚
n
(q) using a different method.
In case of G‚
n
(q) Lehrer’s result coincides with the one of [8] which has been
used here also.
The formula in [13] for the number of regular semisimple classes of
PG‚
n
(q), Theorem F, is given as
1
q#1 +
d Dn
d +
e Dn@d
k (e) (qn@ed!(!1)n@ed),
which can also be written as
1
q!1 +
dDn
/ (d) f 1
n@d
(q).
The difference to our formula in 3.4 is the range of summation. Notice that for
q"2 the groups G‚
n
(q), PG‚
n
(q) and S‚
n
(q) all coincide, as do our formulae
in that case because gcd(q!1, n)"1. Summation over all divisors of n, as in
[13] Theorem F, in general gives a number of regular 2@-classes which is too
big (e.g. two instead of one for PG‚ (2, 2):& ).3
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n
(q)
Clearly, if Z
cp
(t)"1 for some regular semisimple t3„ (w), then (G/Z)
tZ
:
M
t
/Z"„(w)/Z. The next theorem shows that for all but a small number of
groups PS‚
n
(q) and PS”
n
(q), the converse is also true, i.e. almost all abelian
centralizers of p@-elements of G/Z are finite tori. We need the following
lemmas:
LEMMA 3.6. ‚et R be a principal ideal domain, a, b3R with gcd(a, b)"1
and m, n3N with g :"gcd(m, n). „hen for any two divisors d, d@ of bg!ag with
dA :"gcd(d, d@ ) we have
gcd A
bn!an
d
,
bm!am)
d@ B"
bg!ag
lcm(d, d@)
(gcd(n/g, d/dA) gcd(m/g, d@/dA)) 1
R
.
Proof. The proof is straightforward. j
LEMMA 3.7. ‚et e3M$1N, d, m, q3N with 1(q and d a proper divisor
of m.
(1) If D (qe)m~1
(qe)d~14(qe!1)2 then (e, q, m, d)3M($1, q, 2, 1), (!1, q, 3, 1),(!1, q, 4, 2), (!1, 2, 4, 1), (!1, 2, 6, 3)N.
(2) (qe)m~1
(qe)d~1
Dgcd(qe!1, m/d)gcd(qe!1, m) 8 (e, q, m, d)3M(1, 3, 2, 1),
(!1, q, 2, 1), (!1, 2, 3, 1) Dq"2, 3 or 5N.
Proof. For e"1, qm~1
qd~1
"1#qd#q2d#2#qd(m@d~1)4q2!2q#1
implies d"1 and m"2. So suppose e"!1. Consider the case m,d,1
mod 2: qm~d!qm~2d#qm~3d!qm~4d#2#1"(qd!1) [qm~2d#qm~4d
#2#qd]#14q2#2q#1. Since (qd!1)qd’q(q#2)∀d53 we get
d"1; now (q!1) (qm~3#qm~5#2#1)4q#2 implies m"3.
Consider the case m,d,0 mod 2: Then the left-hand side is
1#qd#2#qd(m@d~1) which is greater than q2#2q#1 for m/d54, hence
m/d43. If m/d"3 then 1#qd#q2d4q2#2q#1 implies the contradiction
d"1. Hence m/d"2 and qd4q (q#2) implies d"2.
Consider the case m,0 mod 2 and d,1 mod 2: If m,2 mod 4 then,
using the previous considerations, q
m~1
qm@2`1
qm@2`1
qd`1
4(q#1)2 implies m/2"3,
d"1 or d"m/2. In the first case we get the contradiction
(q3!1) (q2!q#1)4q2#2q#1. The second possibility leads to m"2,
d"1 or to q"2, m"6, d"3. If m,0 mod 4 then again by the previous
result q
m~1
qm@2~1
qm@2~1
qd`1
4(q#1)2 implies m"4, d"1 and q"2. Now the rest is
clear. j
COROLLARY 3.8. ‚et 1(q, m3N, e"$1 and i :"ord(eq) mod (qe)m~1
qe~1 .„hen i"m, except (e, q, m, i)3M(!1, 2, 2, 2), (!1, 2, 3, 1), (!1, 3, 2, 1)N.
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obviously a divisor of m. Hence we get
K
(qe)m!1
qe!1 K"KgcdA(qe)i!1,
(qe)m!1
qe!1 B K"K
(qe)i!1
qe!1 K ) Dm/i, qe!1) D.
Hence D (qe)m!1 D"D (qe)i!1 D ) D (m/i, qe!1) D. From the previous lemma we
get (e, q, m, i)"(1, 3, 2, 1), (!1, 2, 3, 1) or (!1, q, 2, 1) for q"2, 3 or 5. Now
the statement follows by inspection of these cases. j
THEOREM 3.9. ‚et e"$1, G"Se
n
(q), Z :"Z (G), H"PSe
n
(q) :"G/Z. ‚et
t3G be semisimple such that H
tZ
is abelian. „hen, up to conjugation in G, t is
a regular element in some „(w)"G
t
and either H
tZ
"G
t
/Z or H
tZ
"M
t
/Z,
M
t
:„ (w).SwN T with wN 3…
w
and one of the following holds:
(1) (e, q, n)"(1, 3, 2), H:PS‚
2
(3) and w"(12)"wN ; moreover cp(t)"
X2#1, „ (w):Z
4
, D t D"4, M
t
"N
G
(„ (w)):D
8
and H
tZ
"C:Z
2
]Z
2
.
(2) (e, q, n)"(1, 5, 2), H:PS‚
2
(5), w"id, and wN "(12); moreover cp(t)
"X2#1, „ (id):Z
4
, D t D"4, M
t
"N
G
(„ (id)):D
8
, H
tZ
"C:Z
2
]Z
2
.
(3) (e, q, n)"(1, 4, 3) or (!1, 2, 3), H:PS‚
3
(4) or PS”
3
(2) respectively,
w"id, wN "(132); moreover cp (t)"X3!1, „ (id):Z
3
]Z
3
D t D"3,
M
t
:E (3)1`2 extraspecial of exponent 3 and H
tZ
:Z
3
]Z
3
.
(4) (e, q, n)"(!1, 2, 6), H:PS”
6
(2), w"(123)(456) and wN "
(132) (456); moreover cp(t)"X6#X3#1, „ (w):Z
9
]Z
3
, D t D"9, and
H
tZ
:Z
9
]Z
3
.
Proof. Since H
tZ
is abelian we can assume that t3„(w)"G
t
for some
w3…:&
n
. Furthermore, by 2.2 we can assume that G
t
(M
t
4
N
G
(„ (w))
tZ
. Since „ (w)"g (T
wF
) with g3G and g~1F (g)>w, we can ident-
ify „ (w) with the set of functions
„ (w)"G f : n6 PF1 *q D f (i)"f (w~1(i))qe, <
i
f (i)"1H
and N
G
(„ (w)
tZ
/„ (w) with (+
n
)
w, tZ
; in particular …
t
"id. We can assume that
w is a product of cycles of the form (i i#1 i#22i#k!1). For any x3&n
let supp x denote the subset of non-fixed points of x in n
6
. Since G
t
(M
t
there
is 1OwN 3 (+
n
)
w, tZ
; then wN permutes the w-orbits of the same length. More-
over supp wN "n
6
: indeed suppose wN (i)"i, then wN t"t(z, z,2, z) implies
w6 t(i)"t(wN ~1 (i))"t (i)"t(i)z, hence z"1 and we get the contradiction
wN 3…
t
"1. (We write (z, z,2, z) as a shorthand for diag(z, z,2, z)).
First suppose w"id: if e"1 then the existence of a regular element
t3„ (w) implies q’3. So there is h :"diag(u, u~1, 1, 1,2 , 1)3„ (id) with
uOu~1. If n54 then w6 h"h (z,2, z) implies z"1 and wN DM1, 2N"id,
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Da D"q!e is regular. Moreover w6 t@"t@(z, z, z) implies a3"1, wN "(132) and
we get (e, q, n)"(1, 4, 3) or (!1, 2, 3). In both cases „ (id)" St, wN tT:Z
3
]Z
3
,
M
t
"„ (id) : SwN T is extraspecial of order 27 and H
tZ
:Z
3
]Z
3
. If n"2 then
e"1 and wN "(12). Notice that t"(c, c~1) with cOc~1 and c3F*
q
, so q’3.
For any t@"(a, a~1) with a3F
q
and D a D"q!1 we get wN t@"t@(z, z),
a"za~1"z2a and a4"1. Hence q"5 which leads to the case of PS‚
2
(5).
For each 1(k(n let a
k
3F1 *
q
be an element of order (qe)k~1
qe~1 . If (e, q, k) isdifferent from (!1, 2, 2), (!1, 2, 3) and (!1, 3, 2) then by 3.8 the entries in the
vector aN
k
:"(a
k
, aqe
k
,2 , a(qe)k~1k ) are pairwise different and their product is 1.
Now we assume that q’3 whenever e"!1. Let i be the minimal length
of a w orbit. Suppose there is a w-orbit O of length k’i. Then we define
f : n
6
PF1 *
q
to be identically 1 on n
6
/O and a6
k
on O. Now f3„(w) and
wN f"f ) (z, z ,2, z) implies wN f"f and we conclude that wN is the identity on O,
contradicting supp wN "n
6
. We conclude that w is homogeneous, i.e. 1Ow
consists of cycles of length i’1. The element wN acts transitively on the set of
w-orbits: indeed if the w-cycles O
1
and O
2
lie in different wN -orbits, then we put
hO
1
:"aN
i
and 1 elsewhere and get wN h"h, yielding the contradiction wN O
1
"id.
Moreover if O
1
, O
2
and O
3
are w-cycles, then again wN h"h with h as above,
yielding wN "1, hence there are at most 2 cycles in w and wN h"
wN (aN
i
, 1,2 , 1)"(1,2 , 1, aN (qe)di )"(aN i , 1 ,2, 1) (z , z,2, z) implies ai"z~1"z~qe and a
i
"a(qe)d
i
"z, hence z2"1 and D a
i
D"D (qe)i~1
qe~1 D D2, which gives thecontradiction e"!1, q43, i"2 and n"4.
Now we can assume that w"(1232n) and wN "wd for some divisor d of n.
For h :"aN
n
we get w6 h"h (z, z ,2, z), which implies D aD(qe)d~1 D D"Dz D D Dqe!1 D.
Using 3.6 we get D aD(qe)d~1 D D" D (qe)n~1 DD (qe)d~1 D D'#$ (qe~1,n@d) D D Dgcd(qe!1, n) D. From 3.7we conclude
(e, q, n, d)3M(1, 3, 2, 1), (!1, q, 2, 1), (!1, 2, 3, 1) Dq"2, 3 or 5N.
From our running assumptions q’3 and n’2 if e"!1; hence
(e, q, n, d)"(1, 3, 2, 1), giving the case of PS‚
2
(3).
Now we can assume e"!1, n’2, q43 and wO1. We begin with the
case q"2: Regularity of t implies that Dn
6
/supp w D43. Moreover, if w con-
tains a cycle of length 2, then „ (w) cannot contain a regular element: indeed,
a4"a implies a~2"a. Let again i be the minimal length of a w orbit. If i53
then the same argument as above shows, that w is homogeneous and if i54
there can only be two w-orbits, giving the contradiction e"!1, q43, i"2
and n"4. So we suppose first that i"3. Then the condition c~23"c implies
that a regular element t can only exist in „ (w) if n"6 and
t"diag(a, a~2, a4, a2, a~4, a8) with D aD"9. We get w"(123) (456) and
„ (w)"Mdiag(c, c~2, c4, b, b~2, b4) D c3"b~3, D c D D9N"St, yT:Z
9
]Z
3
,
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w
"S (123), (456), (14) (25) (36)T of
order 322. Since wN t"t(z, z, z, z, z, z) implies DwN D D32. Since (123)tt~1UZ and
(132)(456)tt~13Z we see that wN 3S (132) (456)T. We have M
t
"St, yT : SwN T
with wN t"t~1y; hence Z"St3y~1T(Z(M
t
)"St3, yT, so H"PS”
6
(2) and
H
tZ
"M
t
/Z:Z
9
]Z
3
.
Now we suppose that the minimal length of w-orbits is i"1. The existence
of regular elements in „ (w) requires that w has at most 3 fixed points. If w has
only one fixed point, then this is also fixed point of wN , a contradiction.
Suppose that w has exactly two fixed points. Then the regular element t is of
the form (1, a, tJ ) with 1Oa and det(tJ )"a~1, or t"(a, a~1, tJ ) with det(tJ )"1.
In the first case wN t"(z ,2, z) implies z"a, az"1, hence the contradiction
a"1. The second case yields az"a~1, z"a2"a~2, hence the contradiction
a"1. So w has exactly 3 fixed points, permuted by wN , t"(1, a, a~1, tJ )
with a3"1 and det(tJ )"1. Now consider t@"(1, a, a~1, 1 ,2 , 1); then
w6 t@"t @ (z ,2, z) implies that z"1 and wN has the fixed points 1, 2, 3 which is
a contradiction.
Now we can assume e"!1, n’2, q"3 and wO1. Suppose that the
minimal length i of a w-orbit is 52. Again we conclude that w is homogene-
ous. If moreover i53 then we arrive at the contradiction e"!1, q"3, i"2
and n"4. So we assume i"2 and w"(12) (34)2(n!1 n) and the elements
in „ (w) look like diag(a, a~3, b, b~3,2) with a8"b8"1. For D a D"8
we have 1aa22a7"!1, so we conclude n46. If n"6 then
Mh
1
:"(!1,!1, 1, 1, 1, 1), h
2
:"(1, 1,!1,!1, 1, 1), h
3
:"(1, 1, 1, 1,!1,!1)N
-„ (w), and wN h
j
"h
j
(z ,2, z) implies z"1, so we see that that wN "w. But
for tJ"diag(a, a~3, a, a~3, a2, a~6)3„(w) with D a D"8 we get wN tJ tJ ~1"
(!1,!1,!1,!1, 1, 1)NZ(G). Hence n"4, w"(12) (34), „ (w)"St, sT:
Z
8
]Z
2
with t"(a, a~3,!a,!a~3). Since t is regular, D a D"8, but then we
have det t"!1, a contradiction.
Finally we assume that e"!1, q"3, n’2 and w has fixed points. Since
wN does not have fixed points, w has at least two of them. Notice that q#1"4,
hence there is b3"b~1 with bOb~1. If n54, then we have for
h"(b, b~1, 1,2, 1)3„(w), wN h"h and wN has fixed points 1, 2, a contradic-
tion. So n"3 but then we get the contradiction 1ODZ D"gcd(q!e, n)
"gcd(4, 3)"1. j
4. GROUPS OF TYPE C
In this section we consider groups and Lie algebras of type C
n
, n’1.
Here G"Sp
2n
is simply connected and has no torsion primes (see [14]),
so condition (*) holds for semisimple conjugacy classes as well as for
semisimple orbits in ‚ie (G). We start with the description of G as a classical
group.
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q
, » :"K2n with basis Me
i
D i ,2, 2nN, where ei :"
(0,2 , 0, 1, 0,2 , 0)tr is the i-th standard basis column vector. Let
E[ :"( 0
~E
E
0
)3G‚
2n
(K) with the unit matrix E3G‚
n
(K). We consider the
bilinear form Sv
1
, v
2
T :"vtr
1 °
E[ ° v2 . Then
Se
i
, e
j
T"G
!1 n(i"n#j42n,
1 14i"j!n4n,
0 otherwise.
Then Se
i
, e
j
T"!Se
j
, e
i
T and Se
i
, e
i
T"0, hence S ,T is a nondegenerate
symplectic form on » and the group
G :"Sp
2n
:"Mg3G‚
2n
(K) D Sgv
1
, gv
2
T"Sv
1
, v
2
T∀v
i
3»N
is called the symplectic group on » with its Lie algebra ‚ie(G)"‚ie(Sp
2n
) :"
MX3Mat
2n
(K) D SXv
1
, v
2
T#Sv
1
,Xv
2
T"0∀v
i
3»N.
The subgroup
T :"Mt (d) :"A
d
0
0
d~1B3G‚2n(K) Dd :"diag(d1 ,2 , dn), di3K*N
is a maximal torus with Lie algebra
‚ie(T)"GX"A
a
0
0
!aB3Mat2n (K) Da"diag(a1 ,2, an)N.
Let X :"Hom(T, K*) written additively and e
i
3X be defined by
e
i
(t(d)) :"d
i
. Then the root system '(G, T) is given as
'
Cn
:"M$e
i
$e
j
, $2e
i
D iOj"1, 2,2, nN4X.
For G"G or ‚ie(G) consider the standard Frobenius endomorphisms
F :GPG, (a
ij
)> (aq
ij
),
then G"G
F
"Sp
2n
(q) and ‚ie (G)"‚ie (G)
F
. Notice that the adjoint action
of G on ‚ie(G) satisfies
ad(F(g)) (F (X))"F (ad(g) (X)),
for g3G and X3‚ie (G) and induces an adjoint action of G on ‚ie(G).
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2n
(q)
The G-conjugacy classes of F-stable maximal tori of G coincide with the
regular semisimple genera and are parameterized by the set of conjugacy
classes of …:Zn
2
: &
n
(F acts trivially on …). This latter set itself is paramet-
rized by ‘double partitions’ (n`
i
, n~
i
)
i/1 ,2 , n
of the number n: Let w3… be
a representative of the class wW then w contains n`
i
positive and n~
i
negative
pairwise disjoint i-cycles with +n
i/1
i ) (n`
i
#n~
i
)"n. Here a negative i-cycle
( j
1
, j
2
,2, ji)~ maps j1> j2> j32> ji>!j1>!j22 and has order
2i. If t"(t
1
,2, tn) :"diag (t1 ,2, tn , t~11 ,2 , t~1n )3T or t"diag(t1 ,2 , tn ,!t
1
,2,!tn)3‚ie (T) then t(1,2
,2 , i)
$"(t$1
i
, t
1
, t
2
,2 , ti~1 , ti`12) or
($t
i
, t
1
, t
2
,2 , ti~1 , ti`12) respectively. If wW is parameterized by
(n`
i
, n~
i
)
i/1 ,2, n
, we can choose w such that t3T
wF
if and only if
t"(2 , tj , tqj ,2, tq
i~1
j
,2 , sk , sqk ,2 , sq
i~1
k
,2),
with j"1,2, n`i , k"1,2 , n~i , i"1,2, n, tq
i
j
"t
j
and sqi
k
"s~1
k
. Hence
„ (w):T
w >F
: n<
i/1
(Z
qi~1
)n`i ](Zqi`1)n
~
i .
DEFINITION 4.1. ‚et D"(n) :"M (n`
i
, n~
i
)
i/1 ,2, n
D +
i
(n`
i
#n~
i
) i"nN be
the set of double partitions of the integer n and /: …/…PD"(n) the par-
ametrization described above. For each j"(n`
i
, n~
i
)
i
3D"(n) letCj denote the
number of regular semisimple classes or orbits with genus j, i.e. the correspond-
ing genus number.
Now we define certain sets of polynomials which will be needed later:
DEFINITION 4.2. ‚et K be an arbitrary field, f"f
0
#f
1
X#2#
fl~1
Xl~1#Xl3K[X] a monic polynomial of degree l and f"<l
i/1
(X!a
i
)
be the decomposition of f in K[X]. Suppose that f (0)O0: then the monic
polynomial f * :"<l
i/1
(X!a~1
i
)"f~1
0
Xl f (1
X
) is called the reciprocal of f.
„he monic polynomial f~ is defined as f ~ :"<l
i/1
(X#a
i
)"(!1)l f (!X). If
f *"f then f is called selfreciprocal, if f ~"f it is called symmetric. Notice that
if f is selfreciprocal, then f
0
"(!1)l<l
i/1
a
i
"(!1)l`c, where c denotes the
multiplicitiy of !1 as root of f. …e define the following:
Irr
(*)
(l, q) :"M f3P
(*)
(l, F
q
) D f irreducibleN.
Sr(l, K) :"M f3P
(*)
(l, K) D f selfreciprocalN.
Sr
1
(l, K) :"M f3Sr(l, K) D f
0
"1N.
Sr$(l, K) :"M f3Sr(l, K) D X$1D/ f N.
SQUAREFREE POLYNOMIALS 129Sym(l, K) :"M f3P (l, K) D f symmetricN.
Sym
*
(l, K) :"M f3Sym(l, K) D f
0
O0N.
FSr$ (l, K) :"M f3Sr($) (l, K) D f square freeN.
FSym
(*)
(l, K) :"M f3Sym
(*)
(l, K) D f square freeN.
‚et srl, (1),($) :"srl, (1), ($) (q) :"DSr(1), ($)(l, Fq) D, fsrl,($) :"fsrl, ($) (q) :"
DFSr$ (l, Fq) D and fsyl, (*) :"fsyl, (*) (q) :"DFSym(*) (l, Fq) D .
LEMMA 4.3. ‚et K be a field of odd characteristic. „hen we have the
following bijection:
h : M f3K[X] D f monic f (!1)O0Of (0)NPM f3K[X] D f monic f ($1)O0N,
f> (!1)deg (f) f (!1)~1 f A
X#1
1!XB (1!X)deg (f),
where the inverse is given by
s : g>g(1)~1g A
X!1
X#1B (X#1)deg (g).
Moreover
f *h"(!1)deg (f) f h~.
In particular there is a bijection
( :FSr(2n, K)PFSym
*
(2n, K), f> G
f h
(x2!1) ( f
x2~1
)h
if X#1 D/ f,
otherwise.
Proof. Consider the bijection
p: KM /M!1, 0NPKM /M!1, 1N, a>a!1
a#1 ,
with inverse
q : b>b#1
1!b .
Then for f"<n
i/1
(X!a
i
)3KM [X] we have f h"<n
i/1
(X!p (a
i
)) if
a
i
N M!1, 0N. Similarly we see that s is induced by q. If f3FSr(2n, K), then
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g3FSr$(2n!2, K); thus ( is a well defined bijection. j
For each t"diag (t
1
,2, tn , t~11 ,2 , t~1n )3T or d"diag(d1 ,2, dn ,!d
1
,2 ,!dn) in ‚ie(T) let cp (t) :"char .pol(t)"<ni/1 (X!ti) (X!t~1i )and cp (d) :"char .pol (d)"<n
i/1
(X!d
i
)(X#d
i
). Then f :"cp (t) is selfrecip-
rocal with f
0
"1 and g :"cp(d) is symmetric (i.e. g (X)"g (!X)). Of course
two G-conjugate elements t, t@ or d, d@ have the same characteristic poly-
nomial. On the other hand it is easy to see that each f3Sr
1
(2n, F1
q
) or
Sym(2n, F1
q
) gives rise to a single …-orbit in T or ‚ie (T) respectively and
hence represents a unique semisimple G orbit. Moreover an element t3T is
regular if and only if t
i
t$1
j
O1Ot2
j
for all iOj3M1,2 , nN. Similarly an
element d3‚ie (T) is regular if and only if d
i
$d
j
O0O2d
i
for all
iOj3M1,2, nN. Now the general theory yields the following bijections
G
ss
/G:(Sr
1
(2n, F1
q
))
F
"Sr
1
(2n, F
q
), G
ss,reg
/G:FSr$(2n, Fq),
‚ie(G)
ss
/G:Sym(2n, F
q
), ‚ie(G)
ss,reg
/G:FSym
*
(2n, F
q
),
with q odd in the Lie algebra case. In particular we get
DG
ss, reg
/G D"fsr
2n,$
(q), D‚ie(G)
ss,reg
/G D"G
fsy
2n,*
(q)
0
if q is odd,
if q is even.
Let ( )q3Aut (F1
q
) be the Frobenius endomorphism and assume that q is odd in
the Lie algebra case. Then tG represents a regular semisimple class or orbit
of genus (n`
i
, n~
i
)
i/1 ,2, n
if and only if cp (t)3Sr
1
(2n, F
q
) (respectively
Sym
*
(2n, F
q
)) is multiplicity free. This means that its roots build exactly n`
i
pairs (O, O~1) of distinct ( )q-orbits of length i, with a3O8a~13O~1
(aNM0,$1N) in the group case and a3O8!a3O~1 (aO0) in the Lie
algebra case, and n~
i
( )q-orbits O of length 2i, with a3O8a~13O in the
group case and a3O8!a3O in the Lie algebra case. In the group case
this condition is equivalent to the fact that for each i, the factorization of
cp(t)3F
q
[X] is given as
cp (t)" n
`
i
<
i/1
(g
ji
g*
ji
) )
n~i
<
i/1
h
ki
,
with g
ji
3Irr
*
(i, q)CSr(i, q) and h
ki
3Irr
*
(2i, q)WSr(2i, q). In the case of
‚ie(G) and q odd it is equivalent to
cp (t)" n
`
i
<
i/1
(g
ji
g~
ji
) )
n~i
<
i/1
h
ki
,
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ji
3Irr
*
(i, q)CSym(i, q) and h
ki
3Irr
*
(2i, q)WSym(2i, q). Thus for each
j"(n`
i
, n~
i
)
i
3D"(n) we get
Cj"
n
<
i/1
A
1
2
X`(i, q)
n`
i
B ) A
X~(2i, q)
n~
i
B ,
where X`(i, q)"DIrr
*
(i, q)CSr(i, q) D and X~(2i, q)"DIrr
*
(2i, q)WSr(2i, q) D
in the group case and where X`(i, q)"DIrr
*
(i, q)CSym(i, q) D and
X~(2i, q)"DIrr
*
(2i, q)WSym(2i, q) D in the Lie algebra case.
The cardinalities are given as follows:
LEMMA#DEFINITION 4.4. For l3N and q we define
s (l, q) :"D Irr
*
(l, q) D"1
l
+
d Dl
k (d) (ql@d!1).
s`(l, q)"DIrr
*
(l, q)CSr(l, q) D, sJ ` (l, q) :"DIrr
*
(l, q)CSym(l, q) D .
s~(l, q) :"DIrr
*
(l, q)WSr (l, q) D, sJ ~ (l, q) :"DIrr
*
(l, q)WSym(l, q) D .
„hen we have
s`(l, q)"









1l (q
l
2!1)2 if 1(l"2m and q is odd,
s (l, q) if 1(l is odd,
q!3 if l"1 and q is odd,
q!2 if l"1 and q is even,
s~(l, q2)!2s~(l, q) otherwise.
s~ (l, q)"









1l (q
l
2!1) if 1(l"2m and q is odd,
0 if 1(l is odd,
2 if l"1 and q is odd,
1 if l"1 and q is even,
1
l +d D
l
2 ,odd
k(d)ql2d otherwise.
‚et q be odd, then sJ `(l, q)"G
s`(l, q)
q!1
if l’1,
if l"1.
sJ ~ (l, q)"G
s(l, q)
0
if l’1,
otherwise.
132 PETER FLEISCHMANNProof. The result for s (l, q), as well as for the cardinality
s~(l, q)"DSr(l, q)WIrr
*
(l, q) D is easy to derive via Moebius inversion (e.g.
see [10] 2.7.4. pg. 77). Now the rest can be verified directly. In particular for
odd q, 4.3 yields DIrr
*
(2n, q)WSym(2n, q) D"s~(2n, q) and DIrr
*
(2i#1, q)
WSym (2i#1, q) D"0"s~(2i#1, q) for i’0. j
4.2. Cardinalities of Squarefree Selfreciprocal Polynomials
Now we are going to determine the total numbers of regular semisimple
classes and orbits. Notice that, by the general theory of semisimple conjugacy
classes, we must have
DG
ss
/G D"qr,
where r is the semisimple rank of G, i.e. the dimension of a maximal torus in
G (see [2]). This is confirmed in (i) of the following theorem:
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose that q is a prime power. „hen we have
(i) srl(q)
"







1 if l"0,
(q#1)qn~1 if l"2n’0 and q is odd,
2qn if l"2n#1 and q is odd,
qn if 0(l3M2n, 2n#1N and q is even.
srl,1
(q)"qn, where l3M2n, 2n#1N.
(ii) srl,$(q)"







1 if l"0,
q!2 if l"2 and q is odd,
(q!1)2qn~2 if l"2n’2 and q is odd,
(q!1)qn~1 if l"2n’0 and q is even,
0 if l"2n#1.
(iii) fsrl (q)"







1 if l"0,
(q~1
q`1
) (qn#(!1)n~1) if l"2n and q is odd,
2fsr
2n,$
(q) if l"2n#1 and q is odd,
fsr
2n,$
(q) if l3M2n, 2n#1N and q is even.
If q is odd, then fsy
2n,*
(q)"fsr
2n
(q).
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(q)
"





(!1)n (n#1)#+n~1
i/0
(!1)i(2i#1)qn~i if l"2n and q is odd,
(q~1
q`1
) (qn#(!1)n~1) if l"2n and q is even,
0 if l is odd.
Remark 4.6. Notice that (q~1
q`1
) (qn#(!1)n~1) can also be expressed in the
form
qn!2qn~1#2qn~2!2#(!1)n~12q#(!1)n.
Proof. First assume that q is odd.
(i) Notice that f"f
0
#f
1
X#2#fl~1X
l~1#Xl3Sr (l, q) if and
only if f ~1
0
Xl f (1
X
)"f or, in other words, fl~i"fi/ f0 for 04i4l. In particu-
lar we see that f
0
"$1. If l"2n and f
0
"!1 then f
n
"0 and we have qn~1
possible choices for f. If l"2n and f
0
"1 we have qn choices and if l"2n#1
we have 2qn possibilities (qn for f
0
"1 and f
0
"!1).
(ii) Each element f of Sr(l, q) is a product of (X!1)i (X#1)j and an
element of Sr$(l!k, q) with k"i#j. In particular we get
sr$(l, q)"sr (l, q)! +
k51
sr$(l!k, q) (k#1).
From this recursion formula the result can easily be seen.
(iii) Each element f3Sr$(l, q) can be decomposed uniquely into
a product of a square u2 and a squarefree polynomial g. The roots of g in F1
q
are exactly those that appear in f with an odd multiplicity, so a is a root of g if
and only a~1 is also a root of g (both with multiplicity one). Hence
g3FSr$(l!2i, q) and u3Sr($) (i, q) and we get the following identity:
srl,($)
"*
l@2+
+
i/0
sr
i, ($)
) fsrl~2i, ($)
. (*)
Since the cardinalities ofSr
($)
(i, q) are known, the statements of (iii) and (iv)
can be proved by inserting the hypothesis for the fsrl~2i, ($)
and verifying the
identity (*).
First we consider the case l"2n. After multiplication with q#1 we have
to verify
(q#1)2qn~1"(q!1) +
4
sr
i
) (qn~i#(!1)n~i`1)#sr
n
(q#1).0 i:n
134 PETER FLEISCHMANNIf n is even then (*) is equivalent to
(q#1)2qn@2~1 A
qn@2!1
q!1 B" +
04i:n
sr
i
) (qn~i#(!1)n~i`1).
The right hand side can be written as
qn!1#(q#1)[qn~2!1#q (qn~4!1)#q2 (qn~6!1)#2#qn@2~2(q2!1)]
#[2qn~1#2#2qn~2#2q#2qn~3#2q2#2#2qn@2#2qn@2~1]
"qn!1#(q#1) C
1
q!1 (!qn@2~1#1#qn@2(qn@2~1!1))D#2 A
qn!1
q!1B .
Hence (*) is equivalent to the equation
(qn!1) (q!1)#(q#1) (qn~1!qn@2!qn@2~1#1)#2qn!2
"(q#1)2qn@2~1(qn@2!1),
which can be verified by direct calculation.
Now suppose that n is odd. Then (*) is equivalent to the equation
A
q#1
q!1B q n~12 (q n`12 #q n~12 !2)" +
04i:n
sr
i
) (qn~i#(!1)n~i`1).
Here the right hand side can be written as
qn#1#(q#1)[qn~2#1#q(qn~4#1)#q2 (qn~6#1)#2
#q(n~1)@2~1(q#1)]#[2qn~1!2#2qn~2!2q#2qn~3!2q2#2
#2q(n`1)@2!2q(n~1)@2~1]
"qn#1#(q#1) C
qn~1!1
q!1 D
# 2
q!1 [!q(n~1)@2!1)#q(n`1)@2(q(n~1)@2!1)].
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(q#1)q(n~1)@2(q(n`1)@2#q(n~1)@2!2)
"(q!1) (qn#1)#(q#1) (qn~1!1)#2[qn!q(n`1)@2!q(n~1)@2#1],
which is obviously true. Now let l"2n#1; thenFSr$(l, q)"0, since $1
are excluded as roots. Hence each element of FSr(l, q) is divisible with
multiplicity one by either X!1 or X#1 and we get fsr
2n`1
"2fsr
2n,$
.
(iv) We have only to prove the statement about fsr
2n,$
. By the argu-
ments above it is clear that we have fsr
2n,$
"fsr
2n
!fsr
2n~2,$
which, by
induction, is equal to qn!2qn~1#2qn~2!2#(!1)n~12q#(!1)n!
(qn~1!3qn~2#5qn~3!2#(!1)n~2(2n!3)q#(!1)n~1n)"
qn!3qn~1#5qn~2!7qn~3#2#(!1)n~1(2n!1)q#(!1)n (n#1).
Now we assume that q is even. In this case each element of Sr(l, q) is of the
form (X!1)kg with g3Sr$(l!k, q) and we get the recursion
srl,$
"srl!
l~1
+
k/0
sr
k,$
.
Again for obvious reasons srl,$
"0"fsrl,$ is zero whenever l is odd.
Hence we have fsr
2n`1
"fsr
2n,$
"fsr
2n
. The proof of the statement about
fsr
2n
is similar to the case where q is odd and is therefore not repeated here.
The fact that fsy
2n,*
(q)"fsr
2n
(q) if q is odd follows immediately from 4.3. j
Now we can summarize the results on regular semisimple genus numbers
as follows:
THEOREM 4.7. ‚et G"Sp
2n
(q) with prime power q"ps and …eyl group
…:Z
n
¥&
n
. „hen for each conjugacy class of … parametrized by
j"(n`
i
, n~
i
)
i/1 ,2, n
3D"(n) the corresponding genus number is given by
Cj"
n
<
i/1
A
1
2
X` (i, q)
n`
i
B ) A
X~(2i, q)
n~
i
B ,
where
X$(l, q)"G
s$(l, q) in the case of G-classes,
sJ $(l, q) in the case of G-orbits on ‚ie(G) and q odd,
0 in the case of G-orbits on ‚ie(G) and q even.
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4
(q)
j3D"(2) Cj (G), q odd Cj (G), q even Cj (‚ie(G)), q odd
(12,!) 1
8
(q2!8q#15) 1
8
(q2!6q#8) 1
8
(q2!4q#3)
(2,!) 1
4
(q2!2q#1) 1
4
(q2!2q) 1
4
(q2!2q#1)
(1, 1) 1
4
(q2!4q#3) 1
4
(q2!2q) 1
4
(q2!2q#1)
(!, 12) 1
8
(q2!4q#3) 1
8
(q2!2q) 1
8
(q2!4q#3)
(!, 2) 1
4
(q2!1) 1
4
q2 1
4
(q2!1)
total q2!3q#3 q2!2q#1 q2!2q#1
Moreover the total numbersC
ss,reg
of regular semisimple classes in G or orbits in
‚ie(G) satisfy the following polynomial identities:
DC
ss,reg
D" +
(n`i ,n
~
i )
3D"(n)
Cj"







(!1)n (n#1)#+n~1
i/0
(!1)i(2i#1)qn~i in the case of G-classes and q odd,
(q~1
q`1
) (qn#(!1)n~1) in the cases of G-classes and q even,
and G-orbits on ‚ie(G), q odd,
0 for G-orbits on ‚ie(G) and q even.
Remark 4.8. (i) The formula in 4.7 for the Lie-algebra case has also been
obtained by Lehrer with different methods ([12] (4.11) ff. ). In Section 5 of this
paper a map u from the set of semisimple conjugacy classes of G
F
to the set of
conjugacy classes of … is defined. If F is split, then the preimages u~1([w])
consist of those classes whose algebraic centralizers have a maximal split
torus which, when viewed as an F-stable maximal torus of G, is parametrized
by [w]. Hence the formulae in [12] for the cardinalities of these preimages are
sums of genus numbers in our sense.
(ii) Notice that the polynomial giving C
ss, reg
in the group case for even
q coincides with that giving C
ss, reg
in the Lie algebra case and odd q.
Although, as the above example shows, in both cases the individual genus
numbers are different.
4.3. „he Simple Groups PSp
2n
(q)
Let G"Sp
2n
(q) and Z :"Z (G). In this section we use the previous results
to determine the number of abelian p@-classes for the central quotient group
H :"G/Z(G). Notice that these groups are simple whenever (n, q) N
SQUAREFREE POLYNOMIALS 137M(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 2)N. Moreover, DZ D"gcd(q!1, 2) so H:G, if q is even.
Hence in this section we will assume that q is odd.
The action of F*
q
on the set P
*
(n, q) given by cf (X) :"cn f (c~1X) (see 3)
induces an action of the subgroup Z
2
:S!1T4F*
q
on the sets Sr(n, q),
Sr$(n, q) andFSr($)
(n, q). Since fsrl,$
"0 if l is odd, we can assume that
l is even in the following lemma:
LEMMA 4.9. ‚et q be an odd prime power, l32N, FSr$,~1 (l, q) :"
FSr$ (l, q)S~1T
be the set of !1-fixed points and fsrl,$,~1its cardinality.„hen
fsrl,$,~1
"G
fsrl
2,
$
fsrl
2~1,
$
if q is odd and l,0 mod 4,
if q is odd and l,2 mod 4.
Proof. We have (~1) f (X)"f (!X) for each f3FSr$(l, q). Then
f (!X)"f (X)3FSr$ (l, q) if and only if f"h(X2) with h3FSr(l/2, q)
such that X!1 does not divide h. Let fI srl denote the number of elements in
FSr(l, q) which are not divisible by X!1 and let g be such a polynomial. If
l is even, then X#1 cannot divide g either, so fI srl"fsrl,$ . If l is odd, then
X#1 must divide g and fI srl"fsrl~1,$ . From this the lemma is immedi-
ate. j
From the results in 2 it is clear that for t3„(w) we have M
t
"G
t
if and oly
if cp(t) NFSr$,~1(2n, q). The following lemma shows that, apart from one
exception, the classes tZH with cp(t)3FSr$(2n, q)CFSr$,~1(2n, q) are
exactly the abelian p@-classes in the finite simple group PSp
2n
(q).
THEOREM 4.10. ‚et G"Sp
2n
(q), n’1, Z :"Z(G) and H"G/Z"
PSp
2n
(q). ‚et t3G be semisimple such that H
tZ
is abelian. „hen, up to
conjugation in G, t is a regular element in some „ (w)"G
t
and either
H
tZ
"G
t
/Z or G"Sp
4
(3), H"PSp
4
(3):”
4
(2), w"(12), D t D"8,
cp(t)"X4#1, „ (w):Z
8
, H
tZ
"„ (w)/Z. S(12) (!id)T:Z
4
]Z
2
.
Proof. Let n : …P&
n
be the natural epimorphism and w"(p(w),
n(w))3M$1N : &
n6
:…. We identify „ (w) with the subgroup T
wF
"
Mt3F1 n6
q
DwFt( j )"t (w~1( j))p(w) (j )q"t( j )∀j3n
6
N.
Suppose that n(w@ ) ( j)"j for some 14j4n. By the assumption there is
a regular element tJ 3„ (w) satisfying w{tJZ"tJZ but w{tJOtJ . Hence
w{tJ"!tJ 3G and we conclude that w{tJ ( j )"tJ ( j )$1"!tJ ( j)O0. This implies
that w@ contains the negative 1-cycle ( j)~ and tJ ( j )~1"!tJ ( j), so tJ ( j)"e is
a primitive 4th root of unity. Since eq"e$1 and tJ is regular, w also must
contain ( j)~. But n’1, so the element tA"(1,2 , 1, e, 1,2, 1) with e in
position j is contained in „ (w) and satisfies w{tA"tA~1OtAZ, a contradiction.
If w contains ( j)$, then d :"(1 ,2, 1, c, 1,2, 1)3„ (w) for some c of
138 PETER FLEISCHMANNorder qG1. Now w{dZ"dZ implies that w{d"!d"(!1,2,!1, !c,
!1,2 ,!1), hence c"!1, n"2, q"3, d"(1,!1), w@"(12) and w"id.
But in this case „ (id)"M ($1,$1)N does not contain a regular element,
which is a contradiction. So we have shown that neither n (w) nor n (w@) have
fixed points in n
6
, i.e. n$1
1
(w@)"0"n$1
1
(w).
For each 1(i4n let t
6
$
i
:"(t$, tq$ ,2 , tqi~1$ , 12 , 1)3T with t$3F1 *q of
order qi$1. Suppose now that n$
i
(w)’0 for some 1(i(n. Then there is
some suitable t"(1,2 , 1, t6
$
i
, 1,2 , 1)3„(w). Since t$NM$1N, w{tZ"tZ
implies that w{t"t. Let O
i
denote the support of t; since t
6
q
l
$Ot6
$qk$ for any
14k4l(i we see that n (w@) DO
i
"id DO
i
, in contradiction to the fact that
n
1
(w@)"0. Hence we see that w"(122n)$ and w@"wk ) (!id)l for some
k and l.
Suppose that w"(122n)~; then w@"wk for some k4n. Since t6
~
n
3„ (w),
w@t
6
~
n
Z"t
6
~
n
Z implies w{t
6
~
n
"(t
6
~
n
)q~k"(!id)t
6
~
n
; hence qn#1 divides
2(qk!1). The only possibility is n"k"1 (and q"3), which is a contradic-
tion. Hence we have w"(122n) and w@"wk ) (!id)l for some k, l4n. If
l is even, then we conclude in the same way as above, that qn!1 divides
2(qk!1), hence n"k and w@"id, a contradiction. So l is odd and we
conclude that qn!1 divides 2(qk#1). This implies that qk(qn~k!2)43. If
n"k then (qn!1)x"2(qn#1) for some x(3 (because q’2 and 1(n),
which is impossible. Hence n’k and we conclude that q"3, k"1 and
n"2. j
Now a similar argument as in the proof of 3.4 yields:
COROLLARY 4.11. ‚et H"PSp
2n
(q) and q"ps odd. „hen the number
C
ab,p{
(2n, q) of abelian p@-classes in H is given by
C
ab,p{
(2n, q)"





2 if n"2 and q"3,
1
2
( fsr
2n,$
(q)!fsr
n,$
(q)) n is even and (n, q)O(2, 3),
1
2
( fsr
2n,$
(q)!fsr
n~1,$
(q)) if n is odd.
Remark 4.12. Notice that in case of PSp
4
(q) the ‘generic formula’ for
C
ab,p{
(4, q) is 1
2
(q2!4q#5) which specializes to 1 for q"3, but
C
ab,p{
(4, 3)"2 because of the extra class appearing in 4.10.
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